A parent’s guide for even more
STEM Adventures at home!

What does
STEM look
like at Kiddie
Academy®?
SCIENCE
Observing and
exploring, using the
senses, study of plants,
animals, the human
body and weather
TECHNOLOGY
Simple technology
to more advanced
tools, devices, and any
equipment to get the job
done
ENGINEERING
Building, constructing,
putting together and
taking apart
MATH
Patterns, numbers,
organizing data, size,
shape, comparisons,
time and money

Dear Parents,
STEM education provides opportunities for
building the next generation of scientists,
engineers, mathematicians and critical thinkers.
Young children are naturally curious about
the world around them. At Kiddie Academy®
Educational Child Care, we tap into that sense
of wonder and discovery by infusing STEM
throughout our Life Essentials® curriculum.
This booklet contains 18 fun and easy STEM
activities you can do at home with your
child. We designed them to require very
few materials. In fact, you may already have
everything you need.
We hope you enjoy learning through play with
your budding scientist, technologist, engineer
or mathematician!
Sincerely,
Renee Thompson
Director of Curriculum
Kiddie Academy Educational Child Care

Theme: Superheroes of STEM
Activities for Two-Year-Olds
Measuring!

Making
Moon Sand

The Sky’s the Limit! (Measuring Length/Height)
Draw an outline of a skyscraper on a long sheet of bulletin
board paper. Draw a door at the bottom and large stacked
window shapes going up the building. Write the numerals
one and up on the windows as the building gets taller.
Make more of the same buildings on other sheets of paper.
Lay some of the papers on the floor and hang some on
the walls.
Invite the children to wear the capes and pretend to be
superheroes. Encourage them to stand at the door of the
buildings and jump to one of the numbered windows. Assist
them in identifying the numerals as needed. Compare how
far they jump on each of the buildings. Invite them to also
stand against the buildings on the wall and measure how
many windows tall they are.
List of Materials: several 5’-long sheets of bulletin board paper,
markers/paint, superhero capes for the children to wear

Explore
Races!

Superhero Races
(Exploring Ramps, Angles and Friction)
Prior to the event, create a variety of ramps for the children
to test. Secure the selected materials to the ramps using the
tape, keeping one ramp without any covering. Use blocks to
provide a variety of angles/heights to the ramps.
Invite the children to experiment with the different ramps.
Ask what might happen if you place a car at the top and let
go. Use questioning to challenge the children to think about
what would happen if you raised the ramp with more blocks,
increasing the incline, or lowered the incline by removing
blocks. Invite the children to race different vehicles down the
ramps to determine which covering creates the fastest speed.
Consider covering one of the ramps with paper and use tape
to attach a marker to the back of the car, pointing downward.
Invite the children to let the cars go down the ramp and
create lines with the markers.
List of Materials: materials to make ramps (wood or cardboard);
blocks, variety of textured materials to create friction (sandpaper,
rubber-coated shelf liner, foil, piece of carpet, etc.); tape; toy
cars; paper; markers
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Theme: Superheroes of STEM
Activities for Two-Year-Olds
Super Shapes

Design a Superhero Vehicle (Shape Recognition)
Talk about how sometimes superheroes need to get places
fast. Show the children the pictures of superhero vehicles.
Explain to the children that they will be creating a picture of
a superhero’s vehicle using shapes. Show the children one
shape at a time and encourage the children to identify or
point to the shape that you say aloud. Guide the children
to use the shapes to make a superhero car, boat or plane.
Encourage the children to describe their vehicle to you.
List of Materials: construction-paper shapes, white construction
paper (18” x 12”), glue sticks, markers, pictures of superhero
vehicles

Activities for Preschoolers
Ice Mountain

Melting Ice Mountain (Changes in Matter)
Prior to the event, freeze the action figures in containers of
ice. Consider making large ice mountains using a bowl and
adding figures as different layers freeze or freeze individual
figures in small cups.
Show the children the action figures frozen in the ice.
Discuss possible ideas of how to set them free. Provide the
children with a bowl of warm water, a bowl of cool water
and the salt shaker. Invite the children to experiment with the
materials to determine the fastest way to melt the ice.
List of Materials: superhero or other favorite figures, water,
containers, freezer, tubs to hold the ice, eyedroppers, salt, bowls
of warm and cool water
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Theme: Superheroes of STEM
Activities for Preschoolers
Air
Power

The Fearless Funnel (Bernoulli’s Principle)
Demonstrate for the children Bernoulli’s Principle, which
shows that the pressure in liquid or a gas decreases as the
liquid or gas moves faster. Point the cool air stream from the
hair dryer toward the ceiling. Place a pingpong ball in the air
stream. The ball should float in the air stream. Explain how
this is the same principle that allows heavy objects to fly. The
air pressure on the object is low because the fast air flowing
over its surface is causing less air to push on that surface.
Invite the children to create their own floating-ball blower.
Have them trace and cut out a 5”-6” circle from the paper.
They will create a funnel from the circle by making a cut
from the end to the middle point. Curl the paper into a
funnel shape and secure it with the tape. Cut a small hole
in the bottom of the funnel to insert the straw. Use the tape
to secure the funnel to the short end of the straw so no
air escapes. Shape a piece of foil into a ball shape or use a
pingpong ball. Place the ball into the funnel and blow into
the long end of the straw. The ball should float when there
is a consistent air stream. Encourage the children to try their
funnels with different-sized balls.
List of Materials: pingpong balls, cool air hair dryer, stiff paper,
scissors, clear tape, bendable drinking straws, aluminum foil

Target Blaster!

Target Blaster (Levers)
Prior to the event attach the pictures/targets to the walls.
Invite the children to use the rubber bands to secure the
handle of the spoon to the middle of the cardboard tube.
They may need assistance from an adult to wrap it around
the tube. Hold the tube firmly with one hand and a place a
pom-pom on the bowl of the spoon. Aim toward the target,
pull the spoon back and let go. The children may wish to
secure the tube to the table with the tape to help hold it
down. Allow the children time to experiment placing the
spoon in different positions, changing angles and applying
more or less force when pulling back the spoon.
List of Materials: tube to secure the spoon (rolled newspaper,
mailing tubes, stiff paper-towel tube); rubber bands; duct
tape; plastic spoons; pompoms (or crumpled paper balls,
marshmallows, etc.); pictures of superheroes or villains
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Theme: Superheroes of STEM
Activities for Preschoolers
Forces of
Flight

Glide Like a Superhero! (Forces of Flight)
Invite the children to try to make a plain straw glide through
the air. Discuss why it does not travel far. Brainstorm what an
airplane uses to help it lift, stay level, etc. Invite the children
to make a glider. Measure and cut a strip of paper 1” wide x
5” long. Cut another strip 1” wide x 10” long. Roll and tape
the short ends of each strip to each other, forming 2 circles.
Sit the straw inside the hoops and tape a hoop on each end
of the straw. Hold the straw in the middle with the hoops
on top. Throw the straw toward a wall, away from any other
children. Ask the children what part of the glider creates the
air resistance (the big hoop) and what part keeps the glider
level (the small hoop). Let the children experiment making
gliders with shorter straws, additional hoops, or differentsized hoops. Does it change the distance or speed traveled?
List of Materials: stiff paper, clear tape, drinking straws,
rulers, scissors

Superhero
Coding!

Secret Superhero Code (Coding/Programming)
Create game boards by using the tape to create a grid of
approximately 3” squares across the whole poster board.
On each end of the board mark a starting square and
finishing square. Invite the children to place obstacles
in different squares throughout the grid, making sure a
path through the grid is still available. Each child should
sit on one side of the poster board with one of the action
figures, a pencil and strip of paper. Invite the child to
write a code across the strip of paper, guiding their action
figure from the starting square on their side of the board
to the finishing square on the opposite side. The codes
will consist of arrows showing straight, left turn or right
turn. The code should get the figure across the board
while avoiding obstacles. Once the code is complete,
invite the children to switch sides and try to follow each
other’s codes.
List of Materials: one poster board for each game board,
colored masking tape, items to be used as obstacles such as
LEGO blocks or plastic gems, superheroes or other favorite
action figures, pencils, strips of paper
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Theme: Superheroes of STEM
Activities for School-Age Children
Energy Spin

Superhero Boats
(Elastic Potential Energy, Newton’s Third Law of Motion)
Prior to the event, break the bowl portions off the plastic
spoons, leaving ½” of the spoon handles still attached to
the bowl. It may be easier to use scissors to score the spoon
prior to breaking it.
Invite the children to use duct tape to secure two wooden
skewers along opposite sides of an empty plastic bottle. Be
sure to allow 6” of the skewer to extend out from the bottom
of the bottle. The children may wish to decorate their boats
at this time.
To create the paddle, take the bowl portions of two plastic
spoons and use a thin piece of duct tape to attach them
to each other. One bowl should face up and the other
down. Stretch a rubber band over the extended ends of the
skewers. Slide one end of the paddle through the rubber
band. Twist the paddle backwards causing the rubber band
to wrap around the paddle. When the paddle is released, it
will spin. Allow the children time to use their boats in water.
Challenge them to see what happens when they twist their
paddles in the opposite direction. Add water to the bottle for
weight if it tips over.
List of Materials: wooden skewers with sharp tips removed,
plastic spoons, scissors, rubber bands, empty plastic water
bottles with lids, colorful duct tape, water, water table, materials
to decorate the boats such as markers, colored tape or stickers
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Theme: Superheroes of STEM
Activities for School-Age Children
Build It!

Cup Towers
Encourage the children to explore the different-sized cups.
Ask the children to compare sizes and to find a big cup and
small cup. Invite the children to create buildings and other
structures using the cups. Encourage the children to use as
many cups as they can. Provide guidance to get the children
started with this project, as well as through the duration.
List of Materials: several plastic cups to build different structures

Marshmallow
and Pretzel
Building

Pretzel Marshmallow Building
Be sure to check for food allergies prior to the activity.
Provide substitutes as necessary. Demonstrate how to place
the pretzel into the marshmallows. Invite the children to use
the materials to build an object of their choice. Discuss with
the children what they are building. Count with each child
how many pretzels and marshmallows they used. Provide
guidance and support to the children if necessary.
List of Materials: pretzel sticks, marshmallows, paper plates

Float your
Boat

How Much Can Your Boat Hold?
Invite the children to decorate the paper triangle with
crayons. Tape the triangle to the top of the craft stick. Assist
the children in sticking a small ball of play dough to the
bottom of the foil pan. The other end of the stick should
then be put into the play dough ball. Invite the children to
test their boats in the water table. Together count how many
animals will fit in the boat before it fills with water and sinks.
List of Materials: small foil pans (approximately 5”x 4”x 2” foil pans
or 5” foil pie pans), play dough, craft stick, triangle shaped paper
for sails, tape, water, water table, small animals
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Theme: Superheroes of STEM
Activities for School-Age Children
Well Built!

The Three Pig Challenge
Provide the children with a variety of materials to construct
houses for the three little pigs. Test the strength of each
house by blowing it with a cool air hair dryer. Discuss which
materials created the strongest houses and why.
List of Materials: cool air hair dryer, materials for the houses:
straw pieces, craft sticks, small blocks, toothpicks, gumdrops,
stiff paper, sticks, marshmallows, etc.

Super Strong

Newspaper Buildings
Prior to this event, it would be helpful to make spare rolls of
newspaper for the children to use after they have attempted
to make their own.
To make the rolls: lay two sheets of newspaper on top of
one another on the floor or table; roll them very tightly
from one corner to the other; secure with masking tape.
It is important to roll them as tightly as possible. Consider
using a paper straw to help start the roll. Invite the children
to build a structure using the rolls and tape. They may wish
to bend or cut the rolls.
Challenge the children to think about what else they could
build using just newspaper and tape.
List of Materials: newspaper, tape, scissors

Balance
Power!

Balancing Act
Challenge the children to create a structure they can balance
on their finger on just one spot. Increase the level of difficulty
by challenging them to build with five-six items, walk around
the room or to balance the structure on their nose.
List of Materials: variety of items to create – straws, craft sticks,
tape, chenille stems, clay, pompoms, small blocks, buttons, etc.
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Theme: Superheroes of STEM
Activities for School-Age Children
Gravity
Force

Marble Pinball Challenge
Show the children pictures of pinball machines with ramps,
bumpers and other obstacles. Discuss what causes the ball
to move through the machine. Discuss terms such as levers,
inclined planes, gravity, etc. Explain how the marble moving
through the maze is using kinetic energy.
Invite the children to build their own pinball game.
Encourage them to plan what they will include in their game
prior to starting. They may make arches from paper, tracks
for the ball to follow, ramps, holes for the ball to fall through,
etc. Some children may wish to create a lever to shoot the
marble. Others may choose to tilt the board and use gravity
to guide the marble through the maze.
List of Materials: sturdy paper plates or shallow box lids, scissors,
tape, markers, marbles, brass fasteners, variety of materials to
use for pinball parts, bumpers or levers such as egg cartons,
small paper cups, foil, straws, craft sticks, rubber bands, thin
cardboard, Wikki Stix®, chenille stems, etc.

Tower of
Strenght

Index Card Towers
Challenge the children to build a tower using only index
cards and tape. Encourage them to think of ways they can
change the shape of the cards to provide strength to the
tower. If needed show the children how to make circular,
square or triangular columns. Challenge them to make their
tower as tall as they can. For an added challenge, invite them
to build towers that must support an object such as a stuffed
animal or small can.
List of Materials: approximately 100 index cards per group of
children, masking tape
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Theme: Superheroes of STEM
Activities for School-Age Children
Shelter
Power

Stay Dry!
Challenge the children to create a shelter or covering that
will keep a toy animal or action figure dry. Provide the
children with a variety of materials. Once they are satisfied
with their shelter or umbrella, place it on the tray. Let the
children use the spray bottle filled with water to test their
design. If the object is dry, their design was a success! Allow
the children to make modifications to their structures to
improve them as necessary.
List of Materials: small toy animal or action figure; tray; spray
bottle; water; scissors; tape; building materials (foam blocks,
cardboard, craft sticks, straw, string, paper plates, coffee filters,
sponges, etc.)
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